Introduction
============

The past 20 years have seen substantial and ongoing improvements in the technical capability of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Modern systems can reliably produce clinical images with higher spatial resolution and greater volume coverage, over a shorter time frame than was previously possible^\[[@B1]\]^. Concurrently, there has been an increasing demand for images which represent and quantify specific aspects of tissue structure and function, such as blood flow or blood volume.

Quantitative images of anatomical and physiological features have additional clinical utility to conventional imaging. They are, in theory, independent of the imaging modality or scanning system used. Resultant images are referred to as *parametric imaging* since the individual pixel values are calculated parameters derived from primary imaging data. These parameters are, in turn, *imaging biomarkers* as they represent 'a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes or pathogenic processes or pharmacological responses to therapeutic intervention'^\[[@B2]\]^. Imaging biomarkers have become important tools when investigating the microvasculature characteristics of normal and pathological tissues.

One common application of quantitative biomarker imaging is 'perfusion imaging' -- a commonly used term that is in fact a misnomer. Perfusion describes the process by which blood flow through a tissue provides nutrition and removes metabolic byproducts. Imaging techniques traditionally used to quantify perfusion include H~2~^15^O positron emission tomography (PET) and xenon-enhanced CT. In both techniques the tracer is delivered to the tissue and leaves the vasculature producing changes in signal which directly reflect flow to the tissue exchange capillaries, producing a true measurement of perfusion. In some circumstances large vessels may pass through a voxel which have measurable flow but do not contribute to the local tissue perfusion.

Perfusion and blood flow are not the only imaging biomarkers of microvascular structure and function widely used ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In cancer imaging, measurements of proportional blood volume, endothelial capillary permeability or vessel size are of equal or greater importance. One of the major drives to develop these imaging biomarkers has been the development of novel therapeutic agents designed to treat cancer by inhibiting angiogenesis or disrupting immature neovasculature^\[[@B3; @B4; @B5; @B6]\]^. In pathological tissues the angiogenic process is often abnormal, leading to the development of distorted vascular beds characterized by an excessive proportion of blood vessels and blood vessels with abnormal morphology and flow characteristics^\[[@B7]\]^. Central areas of a rapidly growing tumour commonly exhibit inadequate blood flow due to reduced local perfusion pressure resulting from a combination of inadequate vascularization and increased interstitial tumour pressure. Finally, the angiogenic neovasculature will exhibit increased endothelial permeability to medium and large sized molecules^\[[@B8],[@B9]\]^. It is important to realize that this increase in vascular permeability is most commonly a direct effect of cytokine stimulation and can be rapidly reversed by inhibition of the active cytokine^\[[@B5]\]^. In contrast, vascular density, vascular tortuosity and other abnormalities of vascular structure represent the cumulative effects of the angiogenic process that has occurred to date. Because of this the biological information contained in these two groups of measurements offers distinct and separate insight into the status of the angiogenic process. Figure 1Diagram representing compartmental modelling of the tumour microvasculature. Blood flows through the tumour enabling contrast media molecules (represented by the black dots) to distribute into two potential compartments: the blood plasma volume, *v*~p~, and the extravascular extracellular space, *v*~e~. MRI contrast agents that are used clinically do not pass into the intracellular space, *v*~i~. Contrast leakage is governed by the concentration difference between the plasma and the extracellular extravascular space and by the permeability and the surface area of the capillary endothelia expressed as *PS*. Adapted from O'Connor *et al.*^\[[@B6]\]^ by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd, British Journal of Cancer, © 2007.

Neuro-oncology has been one of the main areas in which imaging biomarkers have been widely applied. This article reviews the technical approaches to 'perfusion MRI' and describe the applications of these techniques to date.

Techniques of perfusion imaging
===============================

At the present time there are three widely used generic approaches to the measurement of regional cerebral blood flow in humans: Measurement based on the kinetics of a freely diffusible tracer, most commonly either xenon imaged with dynamic CT or H~2~^15^O imaged with PET.Measurements based on the inflow of magnetically labelled water into the tissue using arterial spin labelling (ASL) with MRI.Measurements based on the kinetics of a short-lived bolus of an intravascular contrast agent, most commonly iodine-containing contrast agents imaged with dynamic contrast-enhanced CT (DCE-CT) or gadolinium-containing contrast agents imaged with dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI). The first group of techniques are considered 'gold standard' since the markers have an extremely high transfer coefficient and their concentration in brain tissue can be considered to be dependent entirely upon vascular concentration and flow. Both H~2~^15^O-PET and xenon enhanced CT use is limited by cost, availability and methodological problems. In contrast, the ability to characterize the microvasculature using biomarkers produced by CT and MRI, which are widely available, using clinical contrast agents is highly attractive and has been the main thrust of research in the area.

Arterial spin labelling
-----------------------

The overall goal of all existing ASL techniques is to produce a flow-sensitized 'labelled' image and a 'control' image in which the static tissue signals are identical, but where the magnetization of the in-flowing blood differs. The subtraction control label yields a signal difference that directly reflects local perfusion because the signal from stationary tissue is completely eliminated. The label is usually performed by inverting or saturating the water molecules of the blood supplying the imaged region. By adding a delay between labelling and image acquisition, called inversion delay, the labelled blood spins are allowed to reach the capillaries where they exchange with tissue water and thereby give rise to the perfusion signal. The signal difference, which is only around 0.5--2% of the full signal, depends on many parameters such as the flow, T1 of blood and tissue, and the time taken for blood to travel from the labelling to the imaging region. Multiple pulse repetitions are needed to ensure a sufficient signal-to noise ratio, and a model of the perfusion signal is usually used in order to quantify the perfusion.

There are two main classes of ASL techniques: continuous ASL (CASL) and pulsed ASL (PASL)^\[[@B10; @B11; @B12]\]^. In CASL, the supplying blood is continuously labelled below the imaging slab, until the tissue magnetization reaches a steady state. The PASL approach labels a thick slab of arterial blood at a single instance in time, and the imaging is performed after a sufficient time to allow the spatially labelled blood to reach the tissue and exchange at the region of interest. Both methods need a control experiment in order to visualize and quantify the perfusion. Magnetic labelling of inflowing blood will be subject to the same energy loss mechanisms observed for any MRI experiments. Thus T1 labelling will last only 1--2 s depending on the sensitivity of the system. Add to this a problem that maximum signal changes are only small (1--2%) and therefore the technique is extremely demanding. The actual interpretation of flow measurement depends on the methodology applied for the labelling process and the subsequent analysis^\[[@B13]\]^. Recent developments have led to relatively robust and sensitive techniques which are able to identify even small blood flow related to cerebral functional activation.

Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) imaging
---------------------------------------

These techniques use rapid measurements of changes in CT attenuation or MR signal during the injection of a bolus of conventional clinical contrast agent^\[[@B14],[@B15]\]^. The signal changes resulting from the first passage of the contrast agent bolus can be used to calculate estimates of cerebral blood volume (CBV), mean transit time (MTT) and cerebral blood flow (CBF)^\[[@B16]\]^. DCE-MRI is simple to perform in a clinical environment and is now the MR perfusion technique most commonly used in clinical studies^\[[@B17],[@B18]\]^. The conventional approach to modelling cerebral blood flow from DCE data relies upon three key assumptions: (1) that contrast concentration is predictably related to signal change; (2) that the integrated contrast concentration is predictably related to the blood volume in the measurement space; and (3) that the shape of the contrast concentration distribution curve is governed by the mean transit time of contrast through the measurement space.

### Dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced imaging (DSCE-MRI)

T2 and T2\* dynamic imaging acquisitions have been widely used in the brain^\[[@B17]\]^. The susceptibility effect of contrast media extends to tissues surrounding blood vessels so that the signal change on T2\*-weighted images is effectively amplified in the presence of sparse capillary beds where the blood volume within the tissue is low^\[[@B19; @B20; @B21]\]^. Signal changes observed during the passage of a contrast bolus through the vessels can be transformed to contrast concentration maps from which quantitative images of physiological parameters may be derived.

Several analysis techniques have been described. A common feature of many is the use of a gamma variate fitting procedure to define the shape and position of the first pass bolus. The need for this step arises from the signal changes occurring after the passage of the contrast bolus as contrast recirculates into the cerebral circulation from the periphery. As a result of this recirculation, the contrast concentration fails to return to pre-enhancement levels. Parametric images of regional blood volume (rCBV) can be derived from the area under the contrast concentration--time course curve and indicators of bolus arrival time may also be accurately calculated. Measurements of absolute blood flow are more complicated and subject to errors due to effects such as bolus dispersion and arrival time delays^\[[@B22]\]^. Where extravascular leakage of contrast occurs the T2\* effect of intra-vascular contrast will cause signal loss, whereas the predominant T1 effect of extravascular contrast will cause an opposing signal increase. This effect, known as 'T1 shine through', can be reduced^\[[@B7]\]^ to allow accurate measurement of blood volume.

Quantification of contrast leakage to produce measures of contrast transfer coefficient (*K*^trans^) is more difficult^\[[@B23]\]^. T2 and T2\* techniques also suffer from serious susceptibility artefacts in the presence of interfaces between air/fat and soft tissue so that their use has been limited to studies of normal brain and brain tumours. One advantage of T2-based techniques is the ability to estimate the average vessel size within the tissue using measurements from both T2- and T2\*-weighted images. This has one specific application in testing the hypothesis of vascular normalization following anti-angiogenic treatment^\[[@B24; @B25; @B26]\]^.Another interesting application is quantifying any abnormal elevation of the contrast concentration in the period immediately after the passage of the contrast bolus, referred to as 'relative recirculation' (rR)^\[[@B7]\]^. In theory the rR will be increased by local vascular factors such as absolute flow rate, flow rate heterogeneity and therefore by decreases in local perfusion pressure.

### Dynamic relaxivity contrast-enhanced MRI (DRCE-MRI)

Most DCE-MRI studies employ T1-weighted images which are free from susceptibility artefacts. The choice of imaging sequence is driven by a number of factors which vary from study to study^\[[@B27]\]^. The temporal resolution of the imaging sequence is dictated by the analysis technique chosen. Where the analysis requires accurate measurement of the change in contrast concentration in plasma (commonly called the arterial input function, AIF), then a high temporal resolution, usually of 5 s or less, will be essential^\[[@B28]\]^.This limits the spatial resolution of the imaging sequence and the amount of tissue that can be imaged. AIF measurement is further complicated by flow artefacts, seen on many imaging sequences^\[[@B4],[@B29],[@B30]\]^.

In order to provide adequate data for pharmacokinetic analysis (and thus modelled parameters, see below) data collection will typically continue for in excess of 5 min. Flow artefacts are usually negligible in all slices except for those at the edges of the volume, allowing accurate measurement of AIF. In the brain there is a particular problem with the larger arteries sited at the base of the brain and therefore inevitably at the margin of the imaging block. This can necessitate angled acquisitions to include both the tumour and a major artery within the imaging field ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2Sagittal oblique acquisition to incorporate the internal carotid artery (white arrow) and tumour.

Pharmacokinetic analysis of contrast distribution requires transformation of measurements of signal change over time to measurements of contrast concentration^\[[@B31]\]^. For T1-weighted data the relationship between signal change and contrast concentration is non-linear so it is necessary to measure the baseline T1 of each voxel prior to contrast injection. This can be time consuming and complex. Most centres have developed quantification methods using multiple T1-weighted images acquired with varying flip angles to allow T1 calculations^\[[@B4]\]^.

### Analysis of DCE-MRI data

A number of early studies attempted to quantify changes in contrast enhancement using measurements of signal change which avoids the complexity of calculating contrast concentrations. Such metrics characterize the shape of the signal time course curve or compare the increase in signal intensity achieved in a given period of time^\[[@B32],[@B33]\]^. These simple metrics are unpredictably affected by variations in scanning protocol, which adversely affects reproducibility, and does not distinguish signal changes due to variations in blood flow, blood volume and contrast leakage^\[[@B34]\]^. Despite this, simple measurements based on signal change alone can be diagnostically useful and have found application in a number of clinical situations^\[[@B9],[@B35; @B36; @B37; @B38]\]^.

Most longitudinal studies employ more complex pharmacokinetic analysis techniques, which have several potential advantages^\[[@B39; @B40; @B41]\]^. Derived parameters are theoretically independent of the scanning acquisition protocol and should reflect only tissue characteristics, allowing their use in multi-centre studies^\[[@B5],[@B42]\]^. In practice, pharmacokinetic analysis is complex and the choice of model has major impact on the interpretation of the derived parameters. One of the simplest parameters is the integrated area under the contrast concentration curve (IAUC) which is easy to perform, appears reproducible but offers no biological specificity^\[[@B31],[@B43],[@B44]\]^. All other pharmacokinetic analyses use curve fitting techniques to characterize the tissue contrast concentration curve. This function is then used, together with an AIF, to derive the parameters which control the relationship between the AIF and tissue contrast content. The AIF may be estimated or measured in which case it is characterized by a separate curve fitting process^\[[@B28]\]^.

The simplest pharmacokinetic models, such as that described by Tofts and Kermode^\[[@B41]\]^ calculate the size of the extravascular extracellular space (*v*~e~) and the bulk transfer coefficient (*K*^trans^), a constant which describes the relationship between the AIF and the contrast concentration changes occurring in the tissue. Measurements of *K*^trans^ will reflect changes in blood flow, blood volume, endothelial permeability and endothelial surface area and these individual effects cannot be distinguished. This simple model also assumes that signal changes result entirely from extravascular contrast which gives rise to significant errors in voxels that contain large vascular spaces.

Many workers have attempted to refine the pharmacokinetic analysis to provide more accurate estimates of individual microvascular parameters, particularly the signal contribution produced by contrast medium within plasma (*v*~p~), regional blood flow (*F*) and the product of capillary endothelial permeability and capillary surface area (*PS*), which is directly affected by VEGF expression^\[[@B5]\]^. The basic model is commonly modified to specifically estimate *v*~b~^\[[@B40],[@B45]\]^ so that *K*^trans^ will reflect contributions of *F* and *PS*. More complex models allow direct estimation of *v*~p~, *v*~e~ and *F* so that *K*^trans^ will represent *PS*^\[[@B46]\]^. These models appear desirable since they allow specific analysis of biological effects. However, the increase in the number of variables involved in the curve fitting process produces concomitant reductions in accuracy and reproducibility. For these reasons the choice of pharmacokinetic model depends on the degree of specificity required with regard to the mechanism of drug action, the acceptable level of reproducibility in the estimation of biomarkers and the quality of the MR data which can be acquired. In practice, most clinical studies and trials of angiogenesis inhibitors use the simple Tofts and Kermode model despite its shortcomings^\[[@B6]\]^.

Specific imaging biomarkers
===========================

Measurements must be precise and reproducible in order to produce a reliable biomarker. Furthermore, measurement techniques employed to quantify a biomarker should be robust to error and there should be a clear and specific relationship between the measurement and the biological process^\[[@B2]\]^. In practice, this is a major problem with imaging biomarkers -- both values and definitions of individual biomarkers can vary depending on the technique used to acquire them. The published literature can be confusing particular for the reader who does not fully appreciate the technical complexities of the analysis techniques. This short section reviews some of the causes of confusion which arise around the following individual biomarkers.

Flow (F)
--------

Flow may be calculated from ASL ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), dynamic-MRI or CT, H~2~^15^O PET or Xe-CT. The latter two techniques are designed to measure capillary perfusion (the distinction between perfusion and flow has been described above). Similarly, DSCE-MRI is purported to measure capillary perfusion due to the relative amplification of signal from areas with a low CBV which occurs due to the susceptibility effect. In practice, flow measurements are based on a number of assumptions concerning the speed of contrast delivery to the pathological tissue and the identification of an appropriate AIF. In normal tissue, some corrections can be made in the analysis to allow for these errors, but in tumour tissue, where the nature and timing of the AIF cannot be assessed, the use of this technique to derive flow measurements is inappropriate^\[[@B22],[@B47; @B48; @B49]\]^. T1-weighted dynamic-MRI can be analysed using a complex pharmacokinetic model to produce estimates of flow but this demands both high temporal resolution and good signal to noise ratio in the data and therefore this technique has not been widely employed^\[[@B50]\]^. Figure 3(A) Transverse contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR image shows a rim-enhancing tumour, histologically glioblastoma multiforme. (B) Blood flow map obtained with arterial spin labelling reveals high heterogeneity in total blood flow, which is seen highest in the central portion; from Warmuth *et al.*^\[[@B80]\]^ with permission from the Radiological Society of North America.

K^trans^
--------

Many publications refer to *K*^trans^ as a measurement of either permeability or blood flow. In fact, as described above, the contrast transfer coefficient depends on the model used to calculate it. Measurements from a single compartment model will be affected by blood volume (BV), *F* and *PS*. Measurements from the adiabatic tissue homogeneity model^\[[@B50]\]^ will separately reflect *F*, BV and *PS* but are likely to be subject to significant errors. In models which separately represent BV, *K*^trans^ will be affected by both *F* and *PS* and in these cases it is not possible to establish whether changes in *K*^trans^ reflect changes in *F* or *PS*^\[[@B51]\]^. In the presence of high blood flow *PS* will have the dominant effect, whereas in areas where flow is low enough to limit contrast delivery in relation to the rate of contrast leakage, then *K*^trans^ will predominantly reflect flow^\[[@B52]\]^. It should be emphasized that this important point is widely ignored by many investigators, where reduction in *K*^trans^ following drug administration is claimed as direct evidence for reduction in permeability. In truth, reduction in *K*^trans^ is consistent with permeability changes but may simply represent reduced flow, change in surface are, or a combination of both.

CBV
---

Most techniques for the measurement of blood volume produce a relative value which has no units. In many publications, the term relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) is used to show that values from a tumour have been normalized to an area of 'normal tissue', most commonly contralateral white matter. In fact, absolute measurements of CBV can be obtained by normalizing the measured values to the venous blood to produce a measurement expressed as a proportion or percentage. Further confusion is engendered by the common use of the term regional cerebral blood volume, usually an absolute measurement, which is often also abbreviated as rCBV. The current evidence suggests that measurements of CBV from DSCE and DRCE-MRI are not interchangeable, although they may be comparable with some analysis models^\[[@B52],[@B53]\]^.

Imaging biomarkers in neuro-oncology
====================================

Despite a large number of studies describing quantitative imaging angiogenesis in brain tumours, none of these techniques has yet passed into routine clinical use. There is, however, considerable evidence that these quantitative techniques can provide valuable clinical information concerning tumour type, tumour grade and therapeutic response.

Differential diagnosis of cerebral tumours
------------------------------------------

### Abscess vs. tumour

One area of clinical application is in the differentiation between abscess and primary tumour. Both lesions may appear as ring-enhancing lesions with peripheral oedema on conventional MRI and CT. Perfusion-weighted imaging (DSCE-MRI) demonstrates a clear separation between CBV values in abscesses (less than 1%) and high-grade gliomas (\>3%)^\[[@B54; @B55; @B56]\]^. Diagnostic specificity is increased if perfusion data are combined with measurements of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), which is lower in abscess^\[[@B54],[@B57],[@B58]\]^.

### Distinguishing tumour type

Over 15 years ago, simple metrics based on estimations of the time taken to reach maximal enhancement or some proportion of maximal enhancement was shown to relate to tumour type^\[[@B59],[@B60]\]^. Comparison of rCBV values between common extra-axial tumours and typical enhancing intra-axial tumours have shown the extra-axial masses to typically have higher values^\[[@B61]\]^. Meningiomas also had higher values of rCBV (as measured by both DSCE-MRI and DRCE-MRI) than those seen in neurinomas or schwannomas^\[[@B4],[@B8],[@B61; @B62; @B63]\]^. In addition, measurements of *v*~e~ were found to be higher in meningioma than in glioma and were consistently highest in acoustic neuroma^\[[@B4]\]^. These results agree with those of previous investigators^\[[@B64]\]^ who demonstrated very large extracellular spaces in schwannomas using fluorescence electron microscopy. It has also been suggested that DSCE-MRI may have a role in differentiating meningiomas with atypical features on conventional imaging from malignant intra-axial tumours^\[[@B65]\]^ and also in the prospective characterization of meningiomas. Yang *et al.* found mean values of both rCBV (DSCE-MRI)) and *K*^trans^ to be lower in typical than atypical meningiomas^\[[@B66]\]^.

Measurements of rCBV (DSCE-MRI) can also provide supplementary information to differentiate between malignant lymphoma and glioma because the absence of tumour neovascularization in malignant lymphoma leads to low rCBV in contrast to those of malignant gliomas^\[[@B61]\]^. Cha *et al.* in their series of 19 consecutive patients^\[[@B67]\]^ with primary cerebral lymphoma found the maximum rCBV (DSCE-MRI) to be lower than that found in 51 patients with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). These findings have been confirmed by subsequent studies^\[[@B68]\]^. Cha *et al.*^\[[@B67]\]^ also identified DSCE-MRI as a useful diagnostic tool in differentiating tumefactive demyelinating lesions (TDL) from intracranial neoplasms. Early studies with ASL have also shown that the significantly higher tumour blood flow in GBMs compared with cerebral lymphomas allows effective differentiation with a threshold value of 1.2 for CBF, providing a sensitivity of 97%, specificity of 80%, positive predictive value (PPV) of 94%, and negative predictive value (NPV) of 89%^\[[@B69]\]^. This group also showed ASL to provide accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for discrimination of neoplastic from non-neoplastic diseases of 90%, 97%, and 67%, respectively. Perfusion MRI has also been suggested as an effective clinical strategy for the differentiation of patients with primitive neuroectodermal tumours (PNET) from those with low-grade gliomas. Law *et al.*^\[[@B70]\]^ found patients with low grade gliomas had significantly lower rCBV (DSCE-MRI, *p* \< 0.0005) and *K*^trans^ (*p* \< 0.05) than a comparative group of patients with PNET. However, comparison with a group of high grade gliomas showed no statistical significance in the rCBV and *K*^trans^.

### Glioma versus solitary metastasis

Perfusion MRI may assist in differentiating between primary gliomas and solitary cerebral metastasis. Rollin *et al.*, in a study of diffusion and perfusion (DSCE-MRI) imaging, found mean rCBV values were higher for high-grade gliomas than for metastases, whilst the mean ADC values were higher for metastases^\[[@B71]\]^. Better discrimination can be obtained on the basis of the difference in peritumoral rCBV measurements^\[[@B67],[@B72],[@B73]\]^. In metastatic tumours, peritumoral oedema represents pure vasogenic oedema caused by increased interstitial water due to microvascular extravasation of plasma fluid and proteins through the inter-endothelial space^\[[@B74],[@B75]\]^. In high grade gliomas the peritumoral region represents a variable combination of vasogenic oedema and tumour cells infiltrating along the perivascular space^\[[@B75]\]^. Similar findings have also been reported with ASL where CBF was significantly higher in peritumoral non-enhancing T2-hyperintense regions of glioblastomas compared with metastases; a threshold value of 0.5 for CBF provided sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 100%, 71%, 94%, and 100%.

Glial cell tumours
------------------

In gliomas tumour capillary blood volumes measured by DSCE-MRI have been shown to correlate with and predict tumour grade^\[[@B80; @B81; @B82; @B83; @B84; @B85; @B86; @B87; @B88; @B89; @B90; @B91; @B92; @B93]\]^ ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). More importantly rCBV maps identify areas of malignant transformation or tumour dedifferentiation allowing more accurate targeting of stereotactic biopsies and therefore more accurate estimation of tumour grade^\[[@B76],[@B77]\]^. An independent relationship between tumour grade and measurements of *K*^trans^ (both DSCE and DRCE-MRI) has also been demonstrated^\[[@B78],[@B79]\]^ although the correlation was less strong than that between grade and CBV ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Measurement of tumour blood flow using ASL also correlates with microvascular density in glioma and distinguishes between high- and low-grade tumours^\[[@B80; @B81; @B82]\]^. The relationship with grade is strengthened if measurements of tumour blood flow are compared to age-dependent mean brain perfusion^\[[@B80]\]^. Histological comparisons show close relationships between rCBV values (from both DSCE and DRCE-MRI) within tumours and histological features indicative of tumour aggression including mitotic activity and vascularity^\[[@B83; @B84; @B85; @B86]\]^. Comparison of imaging biomarkers with histological assessment of microvascular density (MVD) have also shown that MVD correlates with steepest slope of T1 first pass^\[[@B35]\]^ and with CBV when histological measures are corrected for thickness effects^\[[@B87]\]^. Figure 4CBV maps for (A) grade II diffuse fibrillary astrocytoma, (B) grade III anaplastic astrocytoma and (C) grade IV glioblastoma multiforme, from Patankar 2005^\[[@B78]\]^. Boxplot demonstrating increasing CBV with increasing tumour grade; from Mills *et al.*^\[[@B99]\]^. Figure 5*K*^trans^ maps for (A) grade II diffuse fibrillary astrocytoma, (B) grade III anaplastic astrocytoma and (C) grade IV glioblastoma multiforme, from Patankar *et al.*^\[[@B78]\]^. Boxplot demonstrating increasing *K*^trans^ with increasing tumour grade; from Mills *et al.*^\[[@B99]\]^.

Direct comparison between rCBV mapping and other indicators of malignancy such as fluorodeoxylucose PET shows close agreement between local rCBV values and glucose uptake and significant correlation between maximal glucose uptake and rCBV^\[[@B88]\]^. Comparison of CBV and methionine labelled PET also shows a close correlation between the techniques^\[[@B89]\]^. This is important since methionine PET commonly demonstrates tumour extension beyond the boundaries shown by conventional MRI and is currently being explored as a basis for radiotherapy planning^\[[@B90],[@B91]\]^. Similar comparisons with thallium-201 SPECT show greater sensitivity to glioma grade^\[[@B92]\]^ and higher sensitivity for demonstrating early tumour recurrence after therapy.

There is also evidence of a significant relationship between imaging biomarkers and prognosis in patients with glioma. Early studies using non-pharmacokinetic analyses of enhancement data showed that delayed contrast uptake within glioma was associated with improved survival^\[[@B93]\]^ and early pharmacokinetic studies using a simple two compartment model also showed that data from DCE-MRI prior to radiotherapy, together with changes occurring as a result of radiotherapy could identify patients who went on to show a decrease in tumour volume^\[[@B76],[@B94]\]^. Subsequently, several groups have demonstrated a clear relationship between pre-operative CBV values within glioma, therapeutic response and survival^\[[@B95; @B96; @B97; @B98]\]^. In 2006, Mills *et al.* showed that this relationship mirrors the ability of CBV (DCRE-MRI) to predict tumour grade but that measurements of tumour *K*^trans^ predict disease-free and overall survival independently of both grade and CBV^\[[@B99]\]^. Recent studies using ASL have demonstrated that measurements of tumour blood flow can predict grade and 6-month response to surgical treatment although it is unclear whether this is simply a correlation with the relationship between grade and survival^\[[@B81]\]^.

Oligodendrogliomas
------------------

Oligodendroglial tumours represent more than 30% of glial tumours in adults and are characterized by a longer survival, better treatment response, and characteristic genetic alterations^\[[@B100]\]^. A significant proportion of oligodendrogliomas are characterized by a combined loss of chromosomes 1p and 19q, which is strongly associated with chemosensitivity in both primary and recurrent tumours and, in addition, correlates closely with loss of clear tumour margin on conventional imaging^\[[@B101],[@B102]\]^. Unlike non-oligodendroglial gliomas, tumour contrast enhancement and normalized cerebral blood volume do not vary significantly between low- and high-grade oligodendrogliomas^\[[@B103],[@B104]\]^. However, rCBV (DSCE-MRI) values are generally higher in oligodendroglioma than in other benign brain tumours^\[[@B95],[@B104]\]^ and rCBV is particularly elevated in oligodendroglial tumours with 1p/19q loss, although it does not predict chemosensitivity^\[[@B105],[@B106]\]^ ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The prognostic significance of rCBV may differ in oligodendroglial tumours with or without the -1p/-19q genotype^\[[@B105]\]^. Figure 6Box plots of rCBV against (A) histopathology subtype (*p* = 0.279\*), (B) histopathology grade (*p* = 0.442\*), and (C) genotype (*p* = 0.001\*) in oligodendroglial tumours; from Jenkinson *et al.*^\[[@B105]\]^ with permission.

Imaging biomarkers and molecular/genetic features
-------------------------------------------------

Genetic and molecular biomarkers also allow the identification of subtypes of glioblastoma. 'Primary glioblastoma' arising *de novo* in older patients and often overexpressing epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is associated with increased antigenic activity. The 'secondary glioblastomas' progress from low-grade tumours in younger patients and commonly demonstrate TP53 mutations. These molecular subtypes have been associated with prognosis within the grade IV histological group suggesting that molecular markers offer realistic promise for the identification of glioma subtypes over and above the information provided by histological grading. In glioblastoma, measurements of *K*^trans^ have been shown to predict prognosis in grade IV tumours independent of grade or other biomarkers^\[[@B99]\]^. In addition, EGFR amplification in glioblastoma correlates closely with the loss of border definition on T2-weighted images and an increase in the volume of brain showing T2 signal abnormality compared to the volume showing enhancement^\[[@B107]\]^.

Therapeutic monitoring
======================

Standard therapy
----------------

Treatment of high grade glioma consists of conformal radiotherapy (60 Gy in 30 fractions) with concurrent and adjuvant temozolomide^\[[@B108],[@B109]\]^. Several workers have documented radiation induced changes in normal brain and tumours, including gliomas and meningiomas^^\[[@B110],[@B111]\]^^. These studies have shown short-term increases and medium to long-term decreases in *K*^trans^ in response to radiation therapy in both normal brain and tumour. More importantly some studies have shown that DRCE-MRI can differentiate between patients who show subsequent local tumour control and those who do not^\[[@B94]\]^. Other workers have also suggested that dynamic contrast-enhanced techniques may be useful in differentiating between tumour recurrence, characterized by high CBV and *K*^trans^, and radiation necrosis characterized by low values^\[[@B19],[@B21],[@B35],[@B112; @B113; @B114; @B115; @B116]\]^. However, radiation necrosis represents a heterogeneous process with features resembling inflammation. Immature vessels may grow into previously necrotic areas^\[[@B117]\]^, and viable tumour cells may still be found in the areas with decreased blood volume. Therefore, when this technique is used to monitor irradiated areas, the risk of overlooking active tumour sites cannot be excluded^\[[@B61]\]^.

There has been considerable interest in the use of imaging biomarkers to predict radiotherapy responsiveness and MRI diffusion imaging techniques appear to be particularly promising in this regard^\[[@B118]\]^. Cao *et al.* demonstrated that the percentage of the tumour showing high perfusion (DSCE-MRI) before radiotherapy and the fluid-attenuated inversion recovery imaging measures of tumour volume were predictors for survival (*p* = 0.01). Changes in tumour CBV during the early treatment course also predicted survival. Better survival was predicted by a decrease in the fractional low-CBV tumour volume at week 1 of radiotherapy^\[[@B98]\]^. Interestingly, there is no documented value of perfusion imaging for detecting or predicting response to temozolomide^\[[@B119]\]^ although methionine PET imaging has been shown to predict clinical stability and a reduction in methionine uptake during temozolomide treatment predicts a favourable clinical outcome^\[[@B120]\]^.

Antiangiogenic agents
---------------------

Imaging biomarkers from dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging have been widely used in clinical trials of anti-angiogenic and vascular targeting agents outside the head^\[[@B6]\]^. These markers show early evidence of biological activity and commonly show a significant relationship with progression-free and overall survival and have now become a standard part of most trials of novel anti-angiogenic therapies. Anti-angiogenic therapies have only recently been trialled in patients with glioma although there is significant evidence that they are effective in this condition. Trials of carboplatin and thalidomide, which has anti-angiogenic activity, have shown significant decreases in rCBV (DSCE-MRI) and an association between larger decreases and response^\[[@B121]\]^. A Phase II trial of bevacizumab and irinotecan in recurrent malignant glioma showed a radiographic response rate of 63% with 1 complete remission and 19 partial responses from a total of 32 patients although advanced imaging by markers was not measured. A similar small-scale study examining the effect of AZD2171, an oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) receptors, demonstrated clinical responses and significant prognostic changes in CBV (DRCE-MRI) and *K*^trans^. This study also reported normalization of mean vessel diameter which has previously been demonstrated only from histological studies of anti-angiogenic therapy^\[[@B24]\]^.

Future developments
===================

Novel biomarkers
----------------

A number of other potential biomarkers of microvascular structure and function have been identified which are likely to become of increasing importance. These include both (a) novel data analysis based on current imaging techniques and (b) novel data acquisition.

Jackson *et al.*^\[[@B7],[@B122],[@B123]\]^ described the failure of the contrast concentration time course curve to return to the expected level following the first passage of the contrast bolus -- named relative recirculation (rR). Unlike rCBV and rCBF measurements, the rR parameter is affected only by areas of local ischaemia, decreased perfusion pressure or vascular tortuosity. Changes are, therefore, typically seen at the boundary between well-vascularized peripheral growing tissue and central tumour necrosis in high grade gliomas. Other workers have used a similar measurement of the percentage recovery of the contrast concentration curve from the peak value observed during passage of the bolus. This value in peritumoural white matter has been shown to differentiate between glioma and metastasis^\[[@B37]\]^ and between glioma grade^\[[@B38]\]^. Heterogeneity analyses may also yield further biomarkers of tumour biology^\[[@B124]\]^.

Several workers have examined the responses of the tumour microvasculature to physiological stimuli, particularly inhalation of carbon dioxide and oxygen using T2\*-weighted MRI techniques. In a study of 10 patients with meningioma, the changes were variable with an increase in six and a decrease in four, although there was a clear correlation with the rate of contrast uptake^\[[@B125]\]^. In gliomas, large signal changes in the region of 25% were seen at the perimeter of tumours extending, at a lower magnitude, into the peritumoral areas, which did not show enhancement, but gave an abnormal signal on T2-weighted images^\[[@B126]\]^. Clinical application of such techniques is not yet proven, but these preliminary findings suggest that a combination of microvascular imaging biomarkers and physiological stimuli may be of value in assessing vascular reactivity and possibly regional hypoxia within the tumour.

Conclusions
===========

The use of parametric imaging and imaging-based biomarkers in neuro-oncology is becoming increasingly routine and well established. Major technical challenges remain and must be overcome to ensure biomarker validation. Nonetheless, in the next decade we are likely to see increasing standardization of image acquisition and analysis techniques in order to allow these clearly important imaging techniques to pass into routine research and clinical practice.
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